HOLLYWOOD FAMILIES!

Henry is the father of Peter & Jane, and the grandfather of Bridget __
Rob Reiner, son of Carl, is married to __ Marshall, sister of Garry
Brothers Ridley and Tony __ are both movie producer/directors
Siblings John and Joan __ have appeared in ten movies together
Three generations of the __ family: Walter, John & Anjelica
__ siblings: Damon, Dwayne, Keenan, Kim, Marlon, and Shawn
Soap actor John __ is the father of Friends actress Jennifer
Beau and Jeff __ are brothers
Rosemary __'s brother is Nick and her nephew is George
Kirk, Peter, Joel, Eric, and Michael __
Martin Sheen was born with the last name __ like his son Emilio
Blythe Danner and Bruce Paltrow's daughter __ was born in 1972
Actors River, Joaquin, Rain and Summer __ are siblings
Liza Minnelli's parents are director __ Minnelli and Judy Garland
Dennis and Randy Quaid are __
Tony Curtis and Janet Leigh are the parents of ____ Curtis
Vanessa __ is the mother Natasha and Joey Richardson
Carrie Fisher is the daughter of Debbie __ and Eddie Fisher
New Kid and actor Donnie is the brother of Mark __
John, Ethel, Lionel, Drew __ are Hollywood royalty
John, Keith, Robert and Kung Fu star David __
Robert, best known as Sgt. Getraer on Chips, is the father of ____
____ is Angelina Jolie's father
Josh Brolin’s father James married Barbara __ in 1998
Goldie Hawn is ____'s mother
Donald and Kiefer __ are father and son
____ Coppola is Nicolas Cage’s uncle
Emma Roberts' famous aunt

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

__ __ __ __ __ __ __

Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:
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